Shared Mobility Architecture 101
Possible Case Studies

CARSHARE
1.

You are planning to create an electric carshare that replaces the corporate cars given out to
Belgian employees. You’re planning on tapping into the legislation around the Mobility
Budget that Belgium has passed.

2.

Part of your free-floating carshare license in the City of Seattle mandates you to expand into
lower income neighbourhoods after 12 months. You have been operating for 6 and are
planning your expansion.

3.

You want to launch an electric carshare using Chevy Bolts in Chicago, US. You’re trying to
tap into a grant that Drive Electric Chicago is handing out to commercial fleets. You’re
planning on competing with IGO Carshare not on price but on convenience and comfort.

MICROMOBILITY
1.

You have plans to launch an e-scooter program that serves large campuses, either corporate
or university campuses. You want to launch this program in Canada where most cities have
opted against e-scooters.

2.

Madrid is a highly competitive scooter share market but nobody is providing good offers for
people with mobility issues or that need to move cargo. You’ve found a manufacturer that
builds sit down and cargo escooters and want to introduce this in Madrid.

3.

The City of Breckenridge is a small mountain resort in Colorado. It’s a magnet for tourists
that go skiing or hiking and with only one road through town traffic is becoming
unbearable. The City has issued and RFP to launch an electric bikeshare and you won.

MOBILITY-AS-A-SERVICE/INTEGRATED MOBILITY
1.

The City of Luxembourg has carshare, free public transit and a bikeshare offering. However
everything is disconnected. You want to connect the different services and create a mobility
wallet.

2.

The Porto Maravilha area in Rio de Janeiro is being revitalized. Transportation is an
integrated part of that strategy. You have pitched AV, electric micromobility (bikes and
scooters) as well as carshare as a way of getting people out of their own personal cars and in
addition to the tramway.
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